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Scientific highlights

The binding of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein to angiotensin-converting 
enzyme 2 (ACE2) is what allows the virus to enter human cells 
and cause infection [1]. The importance of this interaction is well 
established and has caused significant research to be focused on the 
spike protein - the target of every vaccine approved to date. However, 
ACE2 is only the first target of interaction for the spike protein and 
detailed information is currently missing on subsequent or parallel 
interactions with the surrounding membrane lipids. Understanding 
these interactions could provide insight for the development of new 
therapeutic strategies or future vaccines.

ILL is uniquely positioned to study these wider interactions and 
neutron reflectometry was used in the last year to study the interaction 
of the soluble part of the spike protein (sSpike) with lipid membranes 
in presence and absence of the soluble part of ACE2 (sACE2) in order 
to evaluate the importance of this receptor for the interaction. The 
instruments concerned were D17 and FIGARO. The spike protein was 
produced and provided by the IBS. Both synthetic and natural lipid 
extracts were used to produce model membranes as supported lipid 
bilayers (SLB). Lipids extracts [2] were prepared and purified at the 
L-Lab (www.ill.eu/L-Lab) from deuterated cells grown at the D-Lab 
(www.ill.eu/D-Lab). 
The model systems aim to simplify the immensely complex interactions 
that happen in nature between lipids, cells and proteins. Though 
natural lipids more closely resemble the real environment, the data 
interpretation is more complex so synthetic lipids were also used to 
confirm the results obtained. In addition, the preparation of model 

membranes made from natural 
lipid mixtures required the 
implementation of a new method 
based on the fusion of peptide 
discs onto a solid surface.

The collected data suggested 
the successful formation of SLBs 
with high surface coverage both 
in the case of the synthetic and 
natural lipids [3]. Exposure of 
the synthetic model membrane 
to the protein solution resulted 
in a remarkable reduction of the 
bilayer surface coverage, that was 
larger in presence of sACE2. We 
concluded that the sSpike strongly associated with the lipids and, 
during the buffer rinsing step used to remove the protein from the 
bulk solvent, these were carried away together with the protein. This 
lipid stripping effect was promoted by sACE2 as it most likely increased 
the number of sSpike molecules initially associated to the SLB. 
Similar results were observed also in the case of the deuterated natural 
lipids and in this case the reduction of the surface coverage resulted to 
be even larger.

In conclusion, we report that the spike proteins not only interact with 
the ACE2 receptor, but also show a strong association with host cell 
membrane lipids. This is consistent with the presence in the spike 

structure of lipid binding pockets 
located very close to the spike domain 
responsible for the interaction with 
ACE2 [4]. We hypothesize that such 
lipid binding pockets are involved in 
the stripping of lipids from the host 
cell membrane. Such process could 
indeed favor the conformation change 
of the spike protein required for fusion 
between the host cell membrane and 
viral envelop. 

G. Fragneto  (ILL)
[1] F. A. Rey et al. (2018) Cell, 172, 1319-1334.
[2] A. de Ghellinck et al. (2014) PLoS ONE 9, 1-9.
[3] A. Luchini et al. (2021) Sci. Rep., 11:14867.
[4] C. Toelzer et al. (2020) Science 370, 725-730. 

A neutron contribution to the mechanism of interaction of 
SARS-COV-2 Spike protein with membranes

Schematic representation of the spike protein stripping lipids from the plasma membrane of the host cell.
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Human monoclonal antibodies are effective for prophylaxis
and treatment of tetanus
Tetanus is a severe nervous system disease caused by a bacterial 

infection. When the tetanus bacteria, called Clostridium tetani, enter the 

body through an open wound, they multiply and start to release a potent 

toxin that affects the nerves, causing muscle contractions, particularly of 

your jaw and neck muscles. Severe complications of tetanus can be fatal, 

and, unfortunately, there is no cure for tetanus up to now. Nowadays, 

the widespread use of anti-tetanus vaccines causes tetanus to be rare 

in most of the world but, the vaccine effect decreases rapidly over the 

years. Therefore, the disease remains a threat to people who do have 

not received vaccination boosters, and it is more common in developing 

countries. 

In the case of a potentially infected wound, the emergency treatment is 

based on the injection of immunoglobulin preparation derived from the 

plasma of human hyper-immunized volunteers. This serum is made up of 

a mix of antibodies, and only a tiny fraction of them can neutralize the 

toxin. Moreover, because of the source of this immunoglobulin serum, 

this procedure has the same risk of a blood transfusion [1].

An international collaboration between the University of Padova (Italy), 

ESRF, and Università della Svizzera Italiana (Switzerland) decided to find 

a more efficient and less risky alternative to the current prophylaxis. 

The first step was to screen a variety of anti-tetanus toxin antibodies 

extracted from adult donors who had received a boost dose of the 

tetanus toxoid vaccine. This extensive screening identified two 

candidates, called TT104 and TT110, showing a high ability to 

bind to tetanus toxin. Secondarily, these antibodies were produced 

recombinantly, so a less quantity is needed to have the same effect of 

the current treatment but without the risks associated with the serum. 

To further describe the interaction of these two antibodies with the 

tetanus toxin, we took advantage of the ESRF CM01 beamline. The 

structure reconstruction was more challenging than expected due to 

missing angles in the reconstruction and the intrinsic flexibility of the 

tetanus toxin. However, was finally reached a density map up to 3.9 Å 

resolution (Figure 1), thanks to a combination of tilted and un-tilted 

data collections and accurate grids optimizations. This structure showed 

that antibody TT104 binds to the portion of the toxin that anchors to the 

neuron surface, blocking the toxin from entering the neurons. Instead, 

the antibody TT110 interacts with the so-called catalytic domain of the 

toxin, which is the portion of toxin responsible for the neuroparalytic 

activity. The binding of this antibody with the catalytic domain blocks the 

structural changes needed to expose this domain if the toxin enters the 

neurons.

In vitro and in vivo studies carried out at the University of Padova 

confirmed the mechanism of action of these two antibodies and their 

potential therapeutic efficiency compared with the current treatment [2].

The next step will be to start clinical trials to deliver in the coming years 

new and safe prophylaxis and therapy of tetanus.

A. Grinzato and E. Kandiah (ESRF)
[1] C.L. Thwaites and H.T. Loan (2015) Br. Med Bull., 116, 69-77.
[2] M. Pirazzini, A. Grinzato et al. (2021) J. Clin. Invest., 131:e151676.

Figure 1. Overall structure of the TeNT-Fabs complex. Structure of HN (yellow) and L (red) domains in complex with TT110-Fab (light and dark blue for the variable L 
and H chains, respectively). Structure of the HC-C (green) and HC-N (purple) domains in complex with TT104-Fab (light and dark blue for the variable L and H chains, 
respectively).

Pseudomonas aeruginosa is one of the pathogenic bacteria for which 

new antimicrobial treatments are urgently needed. This Gram-negative 

bacterium thrives in many environmental niches and it is capable 

of infecting various hosts, such as plants, insects, invertebrates and 

humans. This remarkable adaptability and the virulence of this pathogen 

are the outcome of one of the most complex bacterial regulatory 

networks, which finely tunes gene expression. Two-component 

regulatory systems (TCSs) play a major role in these processes as they 

allow bacteria to perceive and adapt to physicochemical changes in their 

environment. TCSs generally consist of two partners communicating by 

phosphate transfer: a histidine kinase (HK), which detects the signal 

and transmits it to the response regulator (RR). When activated via 

this mechanism, RRs that are transcription factors will bind to specific 

DNA binding sites to modulate the expression of their target genes. 

Although TCSs are particularly numerous in P. aeruginosa and widely 

studied due to their involvement in antibiotic resistance and virulence, 

our knowledge of the signals they detect and the genes they regulate 

remains largely incomplete. Moreover, the conservation of these 

networks has almost never been studied so far. 

In collaboration with the RoBioMol and Cell-free platforms of the 

IBS, the PB&RC team, which recently joined the IBS, used a recently 

developed technique called “DAP-seq” (DNA Affinity Purification-

Sequencing), relying on high-throughput sequencing technology (NGS 

type Illumina), to determine the DNA binding sites for all RRs identified 

in P. aeruginosa. Briefly, the proteins encoded by all 55 RRs genes 

were produced in vitro and used to identify their DNA binding sites on 

the genomes of three different strains of P. aeruginosa, representing 

the main phylogenetic groups of the species [1]. This study provides 

the first complete delineation of the regulatory network of TCSs in 

P. aeruginosa, highlighting its great complexity [2]. In addition, the 

comparison between the three strains shows that strikingly about half 

of the regulatory interactions are not conserved between strains of 

the same species, revealing a large regulatory diversity that has been 

highly underestimated so far. Many of the targets detected were indeed 

specific to only one or two of the three strains tested. Since many 

targets were found to be important for infection-related functions, this 

result illustrates the potential pivotal role of the regulatory network in 

differences observed between types of human infections. Overall, this 

observation reveals a great functional diversity of transcription factors 

within the same bacterial species and calls for further investigation of 

this phenomenon.

This work represents the largest study of its kind to date and identified 

numerous important new regulations in key processes such as antibiotic 

resistance and virulence. This exhaustive database now represents a 

valuable tool for the scientific community in the fight against this major 

pathogen.

J. Trouillon* and S. Elsen (IBS)

[1] Y. Sun, J. Li, G. F. Gao, P. Tien et al. (2018) Crit. Rev. Microbiol., 44, 522–540.
[2] J. Trouillon, L. Imbert, A.M. Villard, T. Vernet et al. (2021) Nucleic Acids Res., 49, 
11476-11490
* Current address: Institute of Molecular Systems Biology, ETH Zurich, Zurich, 
Switzerland.

Gene regulation networks are diverse across variants
of the same bacterial species

Different DNA binding sites between strains: the example of PhoB. The locations of PhoB targets on the three circular genomes are shown, highlighting the differences 
between the strains. We can note that PhoB targets genes on the IHMA87 strain specific plasmid.
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How Legionella regulates its own toxicity
Legionella pneumophila is a bacterium that ordinarily populates 

freshwater biotopes by replicating inside amoeba or being found in 

biofilms. Contamination of man-made water sources with Legionella 

can cause a serious form of pneumonia called Legionnaires’ disease, 

coined after the first documented incident, where the contaminated air 

conditioning system of the Bellevue-Stratford hotel in Philadelphia at a 

conference of the American Legion in 1976 resulted in 182 people being 

infected, with 29 fatal outcomes.

Despite it being a rare and highly localized disease, with no observed 

human-to-human transmissions to date, Legionella is of interest to 

scientists because of its very large repertoire of over 300 different 

effector proteins – proteins that Legionella secretes into the host upon 

entering the cell to exert toxicity, evade host defense pathways, and 

exploit the host’s cellular machinery. This large arsenal of proteins gives 

rise to many different biochemical functions to ensure Legionella’s 

replicative success, and is indicative of a surprising level of complexity 

and versatility. 

The Bhogaraju group at EMBL Grenoble has been investigating two 

of the major effector proteins in Legionella, called SdeA and SidJ. 

Previously, it was shown that SdeA is a toxic protein that is able 

to catalyze ubiquitylation using a unique mechanism that does not 

require the canonical E1,E2,E3 ubiquitination cascade, catalyzing 

ubiquitylation entirely on its own and the only known example of this 

taking place [1]. SidJ, which has no homology to other proteins of 

known function, is a so-called meta-effector to SdeA, and deactivates 

SdeA through an unknown mechanism. Deletion of SidJ significantly 

reduces the ability of legionella to replicate intracellularly, thus SidJ 

is an attractive therapeutic target for Legionnaires’ disease. In 2019, 

the Bhogaraju group solved the structure of SidJ using Cryo-EM and 

determined that SidJ catalyzes a unique post-translational modification 

termed “glutamylation” on a catalytic residue of SdeA, resulting in 

the deactivation of SdeA’s toxicity. Furthermore, the group also found 

that SidJ uses the human protein Calmodulin as an activator, in order 

to remain inactive until it is secreted into the host. Surprisingly, SidJ 

was found to possess a kinase-like fold, meaning that it has a similar 

architecture to proteins that catalyze phosphorylation. Apart from the 

canonical nucleotide-binding pocket present in all kinases, SidJ also 

possesses a novel “migrated” nucleotide-binding pocket, the function of 

which remained elusive [2].

In their most recent work, the Bhogaraju group was able to unravel 

how both pockets are involved in the catalytic cycle by determining the 

Cryo-EM structure of SidJ/Calmodulin bound to its substrate SdeA in 

a catalytic intermediate state. The structure, along with biochemical 

experiments, demonstrated that SdeA binds to the migrated pocket of 

SidJ, forming an extensive binding interface between the two proteins, 

and that the glutamylation reaction takes place in the migrated pocket 

of SidJ. Biochemical characterization could further show that the 

canonical nucleotide-binding pocket of SidJ is responsible for catalyzing 

an essential reaction intermediate where the target residue of SdeA is 

first activated by AMPylation [3]. This study paves the way for potential 

complementary therapeutics against Legionnaires’ disease and also 

shows how Legionella achieves tight regulation of its own toxicity using 

meta-effectors.

M. Adams and S. Bhogaraju (EMBL)

[1] J. Qiu, M. Sheedlo, K. Yu, Y. Tan et al. (2016) Nature 533, 120-124.
[2] S. Bhogaraju, F. Bonn, R. Mukherjee, M. Adams et al. (2019) Nature 572, 382-386.
[3] M. Adams, R. Sharma, T. Colby, F. Weis et al. (2021) Nat. Commun. 12, 6174.

Cryo-EM structure of SidJ/CaM/SdeA complex with close-up view of the migrated pocket in its catalytic 
intermediate state, where AMPylated SdeA is inserted in the migrated pocket of SidJ.

News from the platforms
Rapid Determination of membrane protein structures through CrystalDirect 
and Serial Crystallography.
Integral membrane proteins are key regulators of many important 

physiological processes and represent ~60% of the current drugs targets. 

Their structure determination, which is still considered as notoriously 

difficult, yet remains a powerful strategy to gain insights into their 

functions and accelerate structure-based drug development. However, 

high-throughput structure-based drug discovery has not yet been 

exploited for membrane proteins due to lack of automation. 

Due to their lipophilic characteristic, membrane proteins remain 

very difficult to express, purify and analyze structurally. In meso 

crystallization incorporates the membrane protein in a lipid bilayer 

to mimic membrane-like environment for successful crystallization. 

However, in meso crystallization makes crystal recovery very challenging 

and typically produces microcrystals (~10-20 µm), which require 

analysis by serial synchrotron crystallography (SSX). In a joint effort 

between EMBL and IBS-ISBG and in collaboration with scientists from 

Sébastien Granier’s group at the IGF (Montpellier), an automated 

pipeline for the rapid structural analysis of membrane proteins in meso 

has been established. This pipeline, which is described in a recent 

publication [1], combines high-throughput LCP crystallization, automated 

laser-based harvesting with CrystalDirect, SSX data collection and 

analysis in a single automated workflow that can be controlled over the 

internet through the Crystallographic Information Management System 

(CRIMS) [2, 3]. Importantly, this approach completely eliminates the 

need to transfer samples to traditional supports for SSX analysis, like 

chips or injectors, which often limits the progress of this type of projects. 

Moreover, it enables rapid structure determination at both cryogenic and 

room temperature under very similar conditions. Indeed, comparisons 

of structures of the human 7 transmembrane family ADIPOR2 protein 

determined at both temperatures lead to the identification of different 

conformational states, which after analysis by molecular dynamics 

provide insight into the dynamics of product release in this important 

class of membrane-embedded enzymes. Finally, this approach also 

enables automated crystal soaking, opening the possibility to support 

high-throughput ligand and fragment screening with membrane proteins. 

This development reinforces the services available on the EPN campus 

and enables both rapid structural analysis (Figure 1) and high-

throughput structure-based drug design approaches for this important 

class of drug targets. These new services can be accessed via Instruct 

and iNEXT-Discovery. 

F. Dupeux (IBS-ISBG), S. Basu (EMBL), J. A. Marquez (EMBL)

[1] R. Healey, S. Basu, A.-S. Humm, et al. (2021) Cell Rep. Methods, 6, 100102
[2] https://htxlab.embl.fr
[3] I. Cornaciu, R. Bourgeas, G. Hoffmann, et al. (2021) J. Vis. Exp., 172, e62491

Figure 1: High-throughput structural analysis of integral membrane proteins of therapeutic interest – ADIPOR2 and ACER3. This figure 
from Healey et al., 2021 [1] not only illustrates cryogenic and room temperature structures, but shows the successful soaking of ligands 
as well.
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EVENTS

December 2nd saw fifty researchers from the PSB and local Grenoble institutes 
gather at the Institute for Advanced Biosciences for the fourth meeting of the 
Grenoble Host-Pathogen Interactions Club (https://hostpathogen.fr). 

The half-day meeting featured a keynote lecture by Johan Decelle from the 
Cell and Plant Physiology Laboratory (LPCV) of the Interdisciplinary Research 
Institute of Grenoble (IRIG), who delivered a stimulating talk illustrating his 
team's research on cell-cell interactions in plankton studied at the subcellular 
scale. This was followed by talks by two junior scientists who presented 
their recent PhD research. Caroline Plazy, from the Translational Innovation 
in Medicine & Complexity (TIMC) institute, presented her work on how 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa-derived metabolites modulate immunity and correlate 
with respiratory functions in Cystic Fibrosis patients. Benoît Arragain, currently 
an EMBL postdoc, presented the work he performed as an IBS student on the 
structural and functional analysis of Bunyavirales replication and transcription. 
After the three virtual events organized by the Club since its inception over a 
year ago, attendees and organizers alike welcomed the opportunity to be able to 
meet and discuss informally with the speakers and with each other in person.
The Club aims to organize two or three additional events over the coming year.

C. Petosa (IBS)

Speakers of the HPIC meeting on 2nd December. Top left: Johan Decelle, bottom 
left: Caroline Plazy, and bottom right: Benoît Arragain.

PSB spotlight on "Publishing & Open Science"
How to make research publications available to all, immediately, free, and forever?

The cOAlition S (https://www.coalition-s.org/), an inter-country group of 

funding agencies with the help of the EU and ERC, presented the Plan S 

to reach the goal of Open Science in publications. An adaptation of this 

plan entered into force in 2022 for all submitted publications from research 

coordinators funded by ANR, for instance.

On Monday 15, November 2021, the PSB spotlight on "Publishing & Open 

Science", an online event organized by F. Bernaudat, S. Malbet-Monaco,

E. Pelligrini, J.L. Pellequer, and S. Rio, attempted to illustrate this inevitable 

transformation. Both viewpoints from the editor and legislator sides were 

allowed to present this (r)evolution in our publication habits. All the 

presentations of the meeting can be downloaded from this link: https://cloud.

esrf.fr/s/QnNe32fZYfjb432

But what does it mean for us? Concisely, publishing in open access tends to 

become mandatory. Two possible routes are compatible with this goal:

1) submit manuscripts in open access journals, 2) submit manuscripts in 

traditional journals and deposit an "author's copy" in an open access (OA) repository. Obviously, using route 1, also known as gold open access, will require a 

financial participation due to the so-called Article Processing Charges (APC). Ideally, funding-agency members of the cOAlition S agreed to provide financial 

support for these APCs, though the modalities of such payments may be different from funder to funder. In most cases, this is done by allowing these fees as 

an eligible cost in a project. However, the high cost associated with route 1 is likely to favor, by default, the route 2. In route 2, usually known as green open 

access, there is no change in the traditional habit of publication since the only requirement is to deposit an author's copy (either the pre-print, which is the 

non-peer-reviewed version from the authors, or the post-print, which is the authors accepted manuscript or AAM) in an OA repository (national such as HAL 

or disciplinary like any family of rXiv systems). Under the Plan S (for work funded by a member of the cOAlition S, such as ANR or EU), it is requested to 

deposit immediately AAM under CC-BY license in some OA repository (like HAL). Out of Plan S (not funded by ANR or EU), although pre-prints can always 

be deposited in a repository and be immediately available, a caveat to route 2 is the requirement to follow possible restrictions from journals concerning the 

deposition of AAM. Such restrictions can be checked with the Sherpa Romeo web site (https://v2.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/).

Coalition S developed a tool (https://journalcheckertool.org/) to help scientists identify how journals can meet their Open Access obligations. In complement, 

under French law, the maximum embargo for AAM deposition is set to 6 months if a scientific work is financed at least for half by public funds. To conclude 

simply on the most important question: can I continue to publish in Nature, the answer is a simple "Yes", just deposit pre-print or AAM in an OA repository 

(route 2)!

This apparent conclusion of “business as usual” should not underestimate the profound reform in the research publication industry and its inevitable corollary, 

the evaluation of the scientific production. By lack of time, ethical issues were not discussed during this PSB meeting, but in the light of the huge development 

of low quality open access journals, it may become the topic of another event on the campus. 

J.L. Pellequer (IBS)

Speakers of the PSB Spotlight. From top left to bottom right: Bernd Pulverer (Chief 
Editor of EMBO Reports & Head of scientific publications at EMBO), Johan Rooryck 
(Leiden University, cOAlition S Executive Director), Lucie Albaret (Librarian at the Univ. 
Grenoble Alpes Library), Sophie Rio (Librarian at the Joint ILL-ESRF Library), Martin 
Koehler (Head of the XFEL Library), Andy Goetz (Head of Software group at the ESRF).

Grenoble Host-Pathogen Interactions Club

The PEAQ-ITC (left) and CD Spectropolarimeter (right) installed at the PSB Joint Biophysics Platform.

New PEAQ-ITC and Circular Dichroism Spectropolarimeter at the PSB 
Joint Biophysics Platform
Two new instruments have been installed on the Biophysics platform: 

• Circular dichroism spectropolarimeter MOS-500 (BIOLOGIC)

• MicroCal PEAQ-ITC (MALVERN)

Co-funded by the PSB partners, the MOS-500 is a circular dichroism 

(CD) spectropolarimeter used to study the conformation of proteins 

and nucleic acids but also for small molecules. CD is the classical 

biophysical technique for characterizing the folding state of proteins 

and nucleic acids (secondary and tertiary structure elements). The 

spectropolarimeter is installed at the CIBB, in room 001, and will be 

available to all PSB partners from February 2022.

Funded by the EMBL, the new MicroCal PEAQ-ITC is replacing the 

iTC
200

. The MicroCal PEAQ-ITC directly measures the heat released 

or absorbed during biochemical interaction events, from which we 

can measure the affinity (KD), stoichiometry (n), enthalpy (ΔH), 

and entropy (ΔS) of the interaction. New data collection and analysis 

software allow batch evaluation of large data sets, automated data 

quality assessment and robust fitting tools. The PEAQ-ITC is installed at 

the EMBL, in room 152 and is now available to all PSB partners. 

The platform offers a provisioning service, i.e. you work autonomously 

after training by the instrument’s manager. The platform's staff remains 

available to assist you with experimental set-up and data analysis. New 

users are invited to contact Caroline Mas (caroline.mas@ibs.fr). More 

information is available on the ISBG website: https://www.isbg.fr/biophy-

sics-characterisation/

C. Mas (IBS)

Grenoble Drug Discovery Club
Building on the success of the kick-off meeting held last spring, the Grenoble 
Drug Discovery Club (GDDC) (https://grenobledrugdiscovery.fr) organized 
a second virtual event on September 28, 2021 which saw the connection of 
more than 100 participants. 

We had the pleasure of hearing from Dr Xavier Morelli from the Cancer 
Research Center of Marseille who presented integrative drug discovery 
strategies targeting protein-protein interactions, Dr Stephen Cusack 
from EMBL Grenoble who talked about recent structural insights into the 
mechanism of antivirals targeting influenza virus RNA-dependent RNA 
polymerase and Dr Irina Cornaciu from the ALPX SAS Grenoble who 
presented recent technological developments for automated protein-
to-structure pipelines for drug discovery. Attendance and the scientific 
discussion once again demonstrated the dynamism of the Grenoble 
community and the growing attractiveness of drug discovery field for the 
finding of new therapeutic avenues. The next GDDC event with take place on 
April 13th 2022 (see details in Dates for your diary).

M.O. Fauvarque (IRIG-CEA) Speakers of the 2nd GDDC meeting. From left to right: Xavier Morelli, Stephen 
Cusack, and Irina Cornaciu.
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French Crystallography Association Meeting 2021
The Grenoble crystallography community was pleased 
to host the biennial French Crystallography Association 
(AFC) Meeting from 29th June to 2nd July 2021.

This meeting was originally scheduled for July 2020, then 
postponed due to the pandemic, and finally transformed 
into a fully remote meeting, seeing various advantages, 
notably the possibility to welcome more people as 
well as the opportunity to offer a low registration fee 
allowing, for example, many students to register. All 
the sessions and activities initially planned for the 2020 
edition were maintained in the virtual format, i.e., 16 
sessions designed around the thematic groups - biology, 
chemistry, physics - and the transversal axes - crystal 
growth, teaching, large-scale instruments - of the AFC. 
A total of 70 oral communications were given and 81 
posters were presented in a virtual space (provided by 
the Gather Town interface), where collisions between virtual participants and a few flower pots were numerous, but human interactions felt natural 
and seamless! Three plenary sessions, four workshops (including a visit to the ESRF), four poster sessions and meeting areas with exhibitors were 
also held. The President of the European Crystallography Association (ECA) and representatives of the International Union of Crystallography's 
(IUCr) Africa action were invited, thus giving the congress an echo beyond our borders. This AFC meeting was also the occasion to award the first 
"André Guinier" prize to V. Favre-Nicollin and G. Bricogne, and the 2020 PhD prizes to C. Bergonzi (Biology), S. Le Tonquesse (Chemistry) and 
I. González-Vallejo (Physics) and three best poster prizes to A.-S. Banneville from IBS (Biology), M. Roux (Chemistry) and J.-B. Molin (Physics). 
In these difficult times, the AFC received a massive support from the French crystallographic community, demonstrated by 303 registrations, 150 
abstracts submitted and a continuous participation of between 110 and 170 participants over the 4 full days of this meeting. Taken together, this 
makes this edition one of the most successful AFC meetings so far!

J. Timmins (IBS)

E v e n t sE v e n t s

Agneta Kiss
 joined the IBS-ISBG mass spectrometry platform in November 2021. Working under the responsibility of Elisabetta 

Boeri-Erba (IBS / EPIGEN), her role is to contribute to the quality control service offered by the platform by ensuring the 

expertise and proper functioning of the LC-ESI-TOF instrument. 

Eleftherios (Lefteris) Zarkadas 
joined the ISBG in December 2021. During his PhD at the Hellenic Pasteur Institute, as well as during his postdoc 

at the groupe of Hugues Nury at the IBS, Lefteris studied the structure and function of pentameric ligand-gated ion 

channels such as the serotonin and the nicotinic acetylcholine receptors. As a CNRS research engineer of the IBS-ISBG 

electron cryo-microscopy platform, he will mainly participate in the operation of the Glacios Cryo-TEM and will pursue 

developments in image processing.

Newcomers

Fête de la Science 2021
The 30th edition of the national science festival “Fête de la 
Science” took place during early October 2021, and despite 
the limitations due to the COVID pandemic, the institutes on 
the EPN Campus have continued their outreach to the public. 

The IBS organised several teaching actions, including 
workshops in two primary schools, and conference-debates 
with scientists and high school students (either through 
direct visits or videoconferences) to exchange on the world of 
research and career opportunities (a video is available on the 
IBS Youtube channel: https://youtu.be/2ZHR4nDQcbI). Overall 
these actions enabled to reach out to over 380 students from 
the Grenoble area and the Rhône-Alpes region. The ESRF for 
its part welcomed 250 primary school pupils over four days at 
the Parvis des Sciences (PDS) in Minatec, and taught them 
how to make their own spectroscope. On the Saturday, the 
general public was also welcome in the PDS and around 100 
pre-registered participants were able to discover the ESRF at 
its stand.

The partner institutes on the EPN campus also engaged in 
joint actions, and two "Apéro-Science" videoconferences, including live demos, were organised on October 5th: “Follow the journey of a protein in the 
heart of the EMBL and ESRF laboratories and facilities”, presented by Anne-sophie Humm (EMBL), Pauline Juyoux (EMBL), Didier Nurizzo (ESRF), 
Gianluca Santoni (ESRF), Jérémy Sinoir (EMBL), and on October 6th: “Molecular mechanisms of neurodegenerative diseases studied at ILL and IBS”, 
presented by Martin Weik (IBS), Kevin Pounot (ILL, IBS, U Tübingen), Mizar Oliva (ILL), Trevor Forsyth (ILL). The recordings can be viewed on the 
following link: https://parvis-des-sciences.com/les-conferences-apero-science

F. Bernaudat (PSB)

Top left: screenshot of the videoconference between IBS scientists and high school students.
Top right: ESRF workshop for primary school at the Parvis des Sciences (photo credit ESRF).
Bottom left and right: screenshots of the two "Apéro-Science" videoconferences organised on 5th

And 6th October 2021.

PSB Symposium "Frontiers in Bioimaging"
The third PSB Symposium entitled "Frontiers in Bioimaging" took place on 
1st and 2nd July 2021 (www.esrf.fr/psbsymposium2021). The aim and scope of 
this meeting was to highlight progress in 3D imaging research that bridges the 
gap between the atomic and cellular scales, with spatial resolutions spanning 
from subnanometer to submicrometer range, and the symposium included an 
exciting collection of 13 internationally distinguished experts who were in-
vited to present their work during the four main sessions on “Super Resolution 
Microscopy”, “Cryo-Electron Microscopy”, “X-ray and Neutron Imaging”, and 
“Correlative CryoET-SR and Image Analysis” (recording of the sessions can be 
viewed here: https://cloud.esrf.fr/s/7bSgEyMidgYHTX6. Due to the COVID-19 
pandemic, the meeting had to be held remotely but was organised through a 
virtual event platform that enabled the over 270 participants (working in 29 
different countries) to interact through text/audio/video chats, interactive 
customised virtual poster booths, and lively “Meet the Speakers” sessions. 
Young scientists were also in the spotlight as eight submitted abstracts were 
selected for short talks, and two “Best Presentation” prizes were awarded 
to Valentina Baena (Frederick National Laboratory for Cancer Research, 
US), and the second jointly to Jennyfer Trouvé and Samy Dufour, both PhD 
students at the IBS. Two “Best Poster” prizes were also awarded to Diane 
Barret (Paul Scherrer Institute, CH) and to Moritz Pfleiderer (EMBL Gre-
noble). 

The organisers wish to thank all the speakers and participants for making 
this event a success, as well as the sponsors (Abbelight, ATTRACT, Gatan 
AMETEK, GRAL, MiTeGen, Quantifoil, STREAMLINE, Thermo Fisher 
Scientific, UGA, and Zeiss) for their financial support, and hope to be able to 
welcome everyone in Grenoble for the next edition of the PSB Symposium in 
2023.

F. Bernaudat (PSB)

Speakers of the PSB Symposium “Frontiers in Bioimaging”
Background image: Cellular landscape, by Evan Ingersoll & Gaël McGill, Ph.D., 
Digizyme Inc. (www.digizyme.com) created for Cell Signaling Technology 
(www.cellsignal.com) using Molecular Maya.
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Hélène Malet from IBS was awarded the CNRS 

Bronze Medal in 2021 for her remarkable Cryo-

electron microscopy work on viral polymerases. 

This distinction is a form of encouragement to 

pursue research that is already well underway and 

proving successful.

Andrea Dessen from IBS was awarded the 

CNRS Silver Medal in 2021 in recognition of the 

originality, quality, and importance of her work 

on bacterial pathogenesis and virulence, which 

is recognised at national and international level.

announcements

PROFILE
Trevor Forsyth has been involved in the PSB since its creation in 2002, and has been 
a key player in its development over the years. After working for more than 20 years on 
the EPN campus, he now moves from his ILL position (Head of the Life Sciences Group 
and Senior Fellow) to Sweden, where he becomes the new Director of the LINXS Institute 
of Advanced Neutron and X-ray Science; he will also start a new research group within 
the Lund Medical Faculty.  The PSB Newsletter met with Trevor to know more about his 
experience on the EPN campus, and his future mission.

Could you tell us about yourself and what brought you to Grenoble in the first 
place?

I did a PhD in Biophysics at Keele University. My PhD supervisor was Watson Fuller who 
came from King’s College in London and had worked with Maurice Wilkins in using fibre 
diffraction to determine the structure of the A conformation of DNA. Following a postdoc I was appointed as a lecturer in physics. At Keele we were 
interested in studying real time humidity-driven structural transitions in both natural and repetitive sequence DNAs. These studies of DNA structural 
polymorphism revealed some remarkable observations, including structural transitions that involve a reversal of helix sense. The drive behind this 
research was to use high intensity synchrotron X-rays to map the stereochemical pathways between different forms, and neutrons to define the water 
structures at the start and end points. I was awarded an EMBO fellowship to work in Ruben Leberman’s lab at EMBL-Grenoble to produce large 
quantities of perdeuterated DNA for neutron experiments. This opened my eyes to the wider exploitation of deuterium labelling in neutron studies for 
biological research. 

So, in the end, it was the co-located neutrons and X-rays, the broader science environment with the adjacent EMBL and IBS laboratories, that brought 
me to Grenoble, along with the prevailing feeling of scientific opportunity and the constant stimulus of discussion as originally conceived by the 
founding partners of ILL. The experience of all this during my EMBO fellowship was very influential. Obviously I was not in any way influenced by the 
amazing culture, mountains, cycles routes, skiing, and restaurants in just about every direction.

How did you end up working on secondment for so many years 
on the EPN Campus?

In 1999 I was approached by the then ILL Director (Alan Leadbetter) to 
consider a secondment from Keele University in the UK to work with Sax 
Mason on the support and development of the D19 instrument. It was a 
fairly open-ended arrangement but I could hardly have guessed that my 
original plan to stay for about 2 years would end up being 22, nor for that 
matter that Paul Langan, who had previously worked in our Keele group 
and then later on D19, would eventually end up as ILL’s Director General 
(see  Announcements section on p. 10). In a collaboration between ILL 
and a UK university consortium we were awarded a major grant from 
the EPSRC for a complete refurbishment of the D19 diffractometer. 
During the same period I had been thinking about creating a dedicated 
facility for the selective and non-selective deuteration of biological 
macromolecules. A strong UK consortium was assembled to fund the 
creation of a Deuteration Laboratory (or D-Lab as it became known), 
which started in 2003. We also received an EU grant for the creation of a 
set of methodological developments for deuterium labelling that bridged 
neutron and NMR approaches for the study of biological systems. The 
D-Lab has now been emulated worldwide – UK, USA, Australia, Sweden, 
and China and has a major impact on biological neutron scattering.

I stayed in Grenoble well beyond what I had originally envisaged. At 
every stage it felt that so much effort and time had been invested in 
setting things up and getting them running that it would be crazy not to 
stay, benefit from the results, and continue working with the amazing 
people in ILL’s Life Sciences Group.  

As a founding member of the PSB, you contributed to “plant its 
seed” and helped it sprout. Could tell us how it all began and 
what were the biggest challenges? 

In the early 2000’s we started discussions about the formation of a  
partnership to promote collaboration, interdisciplinarity, and shared 
platform usage for the study of biological problems of relevance to 
human health. It was neither quick nor easy to bring four institutes 
together – all having different remits, administrations etc. However, a 
‘Memorandum of Understanding’ was signed, and discussions started 
about the construction of the Carl Ivar Bränden Building (CIBB). 
Inevitably there were difficulties and complexities at the start, but as the 
PSB grew, and as new students, postdocs, and PIs were recruited, things 
started to develop from the ground up and an excellent atmosphere 
developed throughout. Many of these early young scientists are now PIs, 
many are PSB users and have achieved remarkable things. 

Tell us a bit about the context of research in the Life Sciences 
Group and how it relates to the PSB?

Given that the Life Sciences Group was always positioned at the heart 
of ILL’s strategy for biology, and that it contained the D-Lab as a key 
PSB service platform, method development has been centre-stage 
for us, operating alongside thriving in-house activity. It is fantastic to 
see how much our in-house research has impacted on the D-Lab user 
program: matchout labelling methods, stealth nanodiscs for study of 
membrane proteins, designer deuterated cholesterol, deuterated  sugars 
all derived from in-house activity and were retained by the group and 
subsequently made widely available to the external user community. The 
group itself has grown very much in the context of interdisciplinarity. 
For example we have had a number of joint appointments with Keele 
University in the group, most recently one that has brought in a crucial 
ILL contribution to the PSB Cyro-EM platform. Numerous funding 
awards have also broadened ILL’s interactions in PSB –  including an 
Human Frontier Science (HFSP) award that linked FEL activity for 
the study of fibrous molecules with neutron and X-ray activity in this 
area. These developments, and the relevance of the labelling platform 
to other (non-neutron) areas of research in the life sciences (eg NMR, 

mass spectrometry, metabolic flux analysis etc), has facilitated excellent 
interactions with other PSB partners. Crucial though the deuterium 
labelling has been, it is important to remember that its exploitation 
relies totally on the downstream neutron instrumentation and on the 
massive development efforts that have occurred for NMX, SANS, NR, 
and spectroscopy. Key ILL instruments have been LADI-III and D19 for 
crystallography, D11 and D22 for SANS, FIGARO and D17 for reflection, 
IN16 for EINS.

You have now moved to Lund as Director of LINXS and will start 
a new group. What is your role and research? Will your PSB 
experience influence the way you approach your new position?

I’d say that my experience in the ILL and in the PSB will be extremely 
important to both the LINXS mission and to my research. My formal 
academic position is in the Faculty of Medicine, with its funding shared 
by the Faculties of Science & Engineering. My research will thus benefit 
from this as well as retaining its existing links with scientists at ILL/PSB, 
and with scientists and clinicians at the Amyloidosis Centre of the Royal 
Free Hospital in London. In addition to the LINXS mission, a key aspect 
that led me to accept the position in Sweden was the fact that the Lund  
faculties and senior management work well together and how important 
this is  in fully exploiting the major research investments that have 
been made for the whole of Sweden and indeed internationally. While 
MAX-IV and ESS are amongst the biggest investments, international 
subscriptions to facilities such as ILL will be crucial as the national and 
international user communities are built up. LINXS will be play a central 
role in facilitating these interactions.

Will you maintain links with the PSB?

Absolutely – this will inevitably happen for research with existing ILL 
and PSB links. More generally I hope to develop good links between 
PSB and Lund, where an Integrated Structural Biology Centre is being 
planned on Science Village Scandinavia. One of the recommendations 
that emerged out of successive PSB external Science Advisory Board 
reviews has been to establish better connectively between the PSB 
and centres such as RAL, PSI, and Lund. LINXS is a perfect vehicle to 
develop this type of interaction and I shall push for it! 

The PSB will celebrate its 20th anniversary this year
(15 November 2022). What do you wish the PSB for the next 20 
years?

Folded into the trauma of the last two pandemic years, it feels that 
that we are right in the middle of a huge wave of development. The 
PSB started off with emphasis on result throughput from technology 
platforms, and development of interactions. As this matured and younger 
researchers exploited these amazing capabilities, there was a deepening 
sense of integration in the way that multi-technique approaches and 
interdisciplinarity were being deployed. Cryo-EM has since entered 
the scene to become a major structural technique – creating a decisive 
shift. Now we are in the middle of stunning developments from artificial 
intelligence and machine learning, and it feels very much like the tip of 
an iceberg. Big changes in the way data are generated, stored and used 
are needed, and in the way research works. How will we be managing 
and analyzing our data? What will we be doing with all the crucial 
negative data that are often discarded in favour of the career-forming, 
media-driven, grant-enabling ‘positive’ data? All of these issues are 
likely to be pivotal in narrowing the underlying knowledge gaps that are 
central to the PSB and that  limit interpretation, understanding, and 
exploitation – for example the gap between molecular and cellular levels 
of organization, and the difficulties that limit engagement of clinicians. A 
great deal will have changed in 20 years. The PSB will be there of course, 
because it has been set up in a way that involves constant and rigorous 
internal and external assessment, renewal and adaptation.

F. Bernaudat (PSB), A. McCarthy (EMBL) and M. Oliva (ILL)

P r o f i l e

Gema  Martínez  Criado will replace Harald  

Reichert  for  Condensed  Matter  and  Physical  

and  Material  Sciences. She previously worked as 

senior scientist at the Materials Science Institute of 

Madrid (ICMM) of the Spanish National Research 

Council (CSIC), and her areas of research include 

the interplay between X-ray microscopic properties 

and materials functionalities.

Annalisa Pastore will replace Gordon Leonard 

for Life Sciences, Chemistry and Soft Matter 

Science. She previously held the position of 

full professor at King's College London (KCL), 

and her areas of research include structural 

and molecular biology of proteins found in 

neurodegenerative diseases.

The ESRF has  appointed  two  new  Directors  of  Research who took up their functions on 1st January 2022. 

The new ILL Management team

CNRS medals

On 1st October the ILL has appointed a new management team. Paul Langan is the 

new ILL director and joins from Oak Ridge National Laboratory (USA), where he had 

responsibility for the operation and development of the Spallation Neutron Source and 

the High Flux Isotope Reactor. Jacques Jestin is the new Head of Science Division moving 

to this role from being Head of the Division of Projects and Techniques (DPT) in the 

previous ILL management team. Before joining ILL, Jacques was in the USA at Columbia 

University where he was working on nanocomposites.. Andreas Meyer is the new Head 

of the Division of Projects and Techniques (DPT). He comes to the ILL from the German 

Aerospace Center (DLR) in Cologne, where he was Head of the Institute of Materials 

Physics in Space.  The three of them will hold office until 30th September 2026.
From left to right: Andreas Meyer, Paul Langan and Jacques Jestin. 
Photo Cédrine Tresca

Photo Kennet Ruona



The Partnership for Structural Biology (PSB) is a collaboration between a number of prestigious European 
and French scientific laboratories in Grenoble. The PSB is unique in combining world leading user facilities 
for synchrotron X-ray and neutron scattering with NMR, electron microscopy, molecular biology and high 
throughput techniques on a single site together with strong projects in a broad range of structural biology.
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10th to 15th April 2022 – Winter school on fluorescent markers at the Ecole de Physique des Houches
This biophysics school aims at training students, engineers and researchers about fluorescent labels used in advanced fluorescence microscopy.

16 internationally recognized scientists will teach state-of-the-art knowledge about fluorescent proteins and organic dyes. The school will take place 

in a friendly atmosphere in the beautiful site of les Houches, near Chamonix.

Subscription deadline: 31st of October. For further information: : https://fluorescenceleshouches.wordpress.com 

13th April 2022 – Grenoble Drug Discovery Club 3rd meeting

This meeting will take place online and will include presentations by invited speakers Michel Steinmetz on Microtuble structure and dynamics in 

cancer (Paul Scherrer Institute, CH), and Charlotte M. Deane (Oxford University, UK) on Artificial intelligence in drug design. For more information 

about the club and the updated programme of the meeting: https://grenobledrugdiscovery.fr 

28th May to 4th June 2022 – EMBO Practical Course “Characterisation of macromolecular complexes by integrative structural biology”

This course will take place on the EPN campus. It aims to teach a new generation of scientists how to expediate their projects involving 

macromolecular complexes by combining multiple experimental approaches. The course is primarily intended for advanced PhD students and early-

stage postdocs (limited to 20 registered participants), but lectures will be open to everyone. More information at: http://meetings.embo.org/event/21-

macromolecular-complexes

31st March OR 16th June 2022 – 50 years of neutrons at ILL

On the 31st of August 1971 the high flux reactor at ILL delivered neutrons for the first time. Since then neutrons have been produced for over 50 years! A 

celebration was supposed to be held on the 9th of December 2021, but it has been postponed due to the restrictions put in place because of the pandemic. Two 

new dates are currently set aside for this event, the 31st of March and the 16th of June, that should take place at Grenoble’s World Trade Centre.

20th to 24th June 2022 – EMBO Practical Course “Small angle neutron and x-ray scattering from biomacromolecules in solution”

This course will take place on the EPN campus, and will cover the use of small angle scattering (SAS) of both neutrons and X-rays for the 

determination of the structures of biological macromolecules. Particular attention will be paid to sample preparation and the analysis and 

interpretation of SAS data in a biological context. The aim of this course is to enable the participants to maximise the information gained from the 

SAS technique in their future experiments. More information at: https://meetings.embo.org/event/21-biomacromolecules 

dates for your diary


